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Best practices in open source management (OSPO topics)

TODO Group guides

Surveys about open source in enterprises

Quick information exchange (mailing lists, slack)

F2F meetings
Kicked-off on Jan 31st, 2019 in Brussels

Quarterly F2F meetings

- April 9th, Barcelona (before FSFE Legal Conference)
- June/July (city tba)
- October (+/- OSS Summit, Lyon)

Coordination: SAP (Michael Picht)
Topics / WG’s (as of Feb 2019)

- OSS tooling
  (lead: Siemens)
- OSS strategy, focus on European perspective
  (interim lead: HERE Technologies)
- Contributing as enterprise / contribution at scale
  (lead: Siemens)
Participating Companies (as of Feb 2019)

BMW
Bosch
HERE Technologies
Intel
Juniper

Pivotal
Red Hat
SAP
Siemens

We welcome you to join ....
Open Source Tooling Group

github.com/Open-Source-Compliance/Sharing-creates-value
Motivation

OSS compliance is a very important topic for every company that uses OSS. During the last years more and more OSS tools and projects have been started to support OSS compliance.

Why not having an E2E tool chain for OSS compliance completely consisting of OSS tools only?
Goals of the Group

- Understand which OSS-based compliance tools do exist and what they do
- Draw a landscape of tools to identify overlap and gaps and integration needs
- Encourage contributions to OSS-based compliance tooling and collaboration between them
- Deploy real case scenario comprised of OSS-based compliance tooling interoperating together
Open Source Tooling Landscape

UML Big Picture View

Glossary
We Welcome You to Join ...

F2F meetings every 10-12 weeks.

Next meeting will take place on April 5th in Berlin at HERE Technologies.

Topic-related meetings whenever necessary.

Mailing list:
https://groups.io/g/oss-based-compliance-to oling

BMW     Intel
Bosch    Océ
Datev    SAP
Endocode Siemens
HERE Technologies ...

...
Other Initiatives
**doubleOpen()**

Research project in Finland lead by HH Partners, Attorneys-at-law with **aim to find out how to make open source compliance more open**

https://doubleopen.org

**Industrial Open Source Network**

Swedish network of industry and academia partners formed by Swedsoft and Addalot in Sweden with **aim to grow open source capabilities**

https://addalot.se/nyheter/iosn
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